Choose the Word

Directions: Read the sentences and choose the word that is spelled correctly AND makes sense in the sentence.

1. My little brother likes to watch bulldozers and other ____________ equipment.
   - construction  - construction  - cohesive  - cohesive

2. Rust is ____________ and will gradually destroy metal.
   - corrosive  - coordinate  - corrosive  - colorordinate

3. Meeting another girl with the same birthday as I have was a strange ____________.
   - coincidence  - commitment  - commitment  - comincidence

4. The best way to settle a ____________ is to talk about the problem.
   - coalition  - conflict  - collition  - conflict

5. I was so tired after running the race that all I wanted to do was ____________.
   - comlide  - colapse  - collapse  - collide

Directions: Choose the word from the word bank that best completes each sentence and write it in the blank.

Word Bank  collection  correction  combination  cohesive  confide

6. Sam was excited when he got a rare coin to add to his ____________.

7. You can always ____________ in a good friend whom you trust.

8. Amber wrote with a pencil in case she needed to make a ____________ on her essay.

9. Be sure to memorize the numbers that open your ____________ lock.

10. As the soccer players practiced together, they formed a ____________ team.
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